The Effects of Ginger Extract and Diazepam on Anxiety Reduction in Animal Model
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Anxiety disorders are from common disorders of human. Drug treatments have side effects, and searching new ways with fewer side effects is inevitable. Ginger is a medicinal plant with many therapeutic effects. Methods: In current study the effects of ginger extract and diazepam on anxiety reduction of laboratory mice were investigated. Sixty female mice (25-30g) were divided into six groups including control, anxiety, diazepam and 50, 100 and 200 mg/kg extract doses. After receiving the last dose, all groups except control group were placed in dark box to enforce anxiety. Next, anxiety evaluation test was carried out using plus elevated maze. The number of open and close arms were considered as anxiety indices. Results: According to results, ginger extract reduced anxiety in all doses in proportion to control and diazepam groups. Also, movement activity was increased in 200 mg/kg dose significantly (p<0.05). Conclusion: Therefore, ginger extract in 200 mg/kg dose can be an appropriate replacement for diazepam to reduce anxiety symptoms.
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INTRODUCTION
Anxiety is a kind of internal response to threatening circumstances for spiritual and material situation of people. Anxiety disorders are the most common mental disorders so that the prevalence of anxiety is estimated about 10-30%. For this reason, sedative and anti-anxiety drugs are frequently used. Since most of anti-anxiety drugs have soothing, hypnotic and relaxing effect on the muscles and organs, cause physical dependence and also mental addiction. Diazepam as an anti-anxiety benzodiazepam drug has proved effects on central nervous system and is famous as an anti-anxiety drug. Palliative and anti-anxiety effects of diazepam are because of interaction with Gaba receptors of brain particularly in the midbrain reticular formation. Side effects of diazepam are forgetfulness, severe drowsiness, slurred speech, bradycardia, dyspnea, ataxia, unusual bruising or bleeding and mouth ulcers. Sudden withdrawal of this drug causes withdrawal syndrome. This syndrome has symptoms of anxiety, insomnia, irritability, tremors and seizures. Since active ingredients of herbal drugs are accompanied and balanced with other matters, are not accumulated in the body and don’t have side effects, hence, have significant advantages compared to chemical drugs.

On the other hand, world health organization (WHO) has frequently emphasized on necessity of scientific economical use of traditional medicine and herbal drugs. This approach is one of the most important issues in the world in recent decades, especially in developing countries. Nowadays, medicinal plants have been used more because of appearing numerous properties of them such as anti-oxidant activities and physiological aspects of them including anti-cancer, anti-sensitivity and anti-diabetic properties, prevention of coronary artery blockage, and reducing cholesterol. Reports exist about the Effect of flavonoids on...
benzodiazepines receptors. Extant flavonoids in medicinal plants cause tranquilizing, anti-anxiety effects via affecting benzodiazepine receptors binding to GABA receptors.7

Ginger (Zingiber officinale) is a plant from Zingiberaceae family. Root of this plant is used as drug, spice and a delicious food. This plant has been used in traditional medicine of Iran as an anti-edema drug and is used for the treatment of various diseases including nausea, gastrointestinal disorders, respiratory disorders, atherosclerosis, migraine, depression, gastric ulcer, cholesterol. Other benefits of ginger are reducing pain, rheumatoid arthritis, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant effects.8 Main pharmacological activities of ginger and its isolated compounds are immune modulators, anti-cancer, anti-tumor, anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic and anti-vomiting properties. This material is a strong anti-oxidant and prevents free radicals activity.9 Oxidative stress is one of chemical stresses which is caused by chemical stresses. Ginger extract can remove disorders caused by oxidative stresses as a strong anti-oxidant.10 Studies have showed that extant phenolic compounds and anthocyanins including gingerols and the sugevals had many neuro protective effects such as analgesic effects, memory improvement, and learning caused by the aging process.11 Considering that there are no extant study about anti-anxiety properties of ginger and also in view of prevalence of anxiety in population, side effects of chemical drugs and superiority of herbal drugs current study was carried out to investigate the effects of ginger extract and diazepam on anxiety reduction in mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sixty female mice from 25 to 30 g were divided into six groups with 10 mice in each group: control, anxiety, diazepam and 50, 100 and 200 mg/kg extract doses. Mice were kept in a temperature, humidity controlled room with 12:12 h photo period. Samples had free access to food and water and 24 h before test were transferred to test place. To evaluate the anxiety, plus elevated maze was used which is recognized as standard model for this purpose. This apparatus has two open arm (1050 cm) and two closed arms (405010 cm). Similar arms were opposite and 50 cm above ground.

Four parameters were evaluated: the number of entrance to open and closed arms and spent time in each arm. Significant increase in open arms entrance and spent time in this arm plus no movement activity shows anxiety reduction in this test. Obtained data were analyzed using SPSS 22 in both descriptive and inferential levels. In descriptive level average and standard deviation were calculated whereas one way analysis of variance was used in inferential level. Means were compared using Duncan test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Time spent in the open arms was significantly increased by 200 mg/kg dose in proportion to diazepam group. Movement activity of animals was also significantly higher than diazepam group. Duncan test showed that anxiety although reduced open arm entries significantly, the average of open arm entries in 100 and 200 doses were normal (about control group) and is similar to diazepam (Table 1).

Results showed that nervous mice had lower tendency to stay in open arms in proportion to control group. Ginger’s extract increased the percentage of time spent in the open arms in proportion to control group, dose dependently. Mean comparisons showed that considering no significant difference between control, diazepam and 200 mg/kg group, average movement activity of mice in 200 mg/kg dose was normal (about control). Furthermore, anxiety reduces movement activity of mice significantly and average movement activity of 50 and 100 mg/kg groups were not significantly different from anxiety group. Anxiety is the most common mental disorder which appears by cognitive, physical, emotional and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Open arm entries ratio</th>
<th>Time spent in the open arms</th>
<th>Movement activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>55.32</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>36.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>48.01</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>21.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diazepam</td>
<td>54.58</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>46.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mg/kg</td>
<td>46.63</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>58.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mg/kg</td>
<td>51.63</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>65.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 mg/kg</td>
<td>55.24</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>67.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
behavioral components. Natural anxiety is a compromise - emotional response to stressful physiological and social stimuli which is experienced by people. Pathological anxiety is the most common psychological disorder which disrupts daily life and hurts human.\(^3\)

In addition to drug therapies that their adverse effects are inevitable, using effective non-pharmacological methods and complement treatments are proposed to control clinical symptoms of anxiety. One of these methods is herbal medicine.\(^12\) From ancient times, herbal drugs have been used as therapeutic compounds with fewer side effects (10). Ginger is frequently used in traditional medicine. This plant is used as stimulant and carminative. It is also used to dispel the odor of some drugs.\(^13\) Gumar \textit{et al}. Studied the effect of hydro alcoholic extract of ginger on hyoscyne induced analgesia in male rats and announced that combination of ginger extract and hoisin caused more analgesia. They concluded that since hyoscyne as an analgesic drug from anticholinergic drugs has side effects, combination of them can reduce the dosage and side effects of hyoscyne despite having analgesic effects.\(^5\)

In other study, Kium \textit{et al}. Studied anti-oxidant effect of ginger on immune system and showed that this plant prevented inflammatory diseases such as osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis and reduced pain in these diseases by strengthening immune system.\(^11\) Considering the prevalence and importance of anxiety and existence of various species of this plant in different climates of Iran which their benefits mentioned in references and also in view of undesired side effects of chemical drugs plus patient addiction, in this study we tried to reduce anxiety symptoms by effective matters of ginger's extract.\(^13\) The important point of using herbal drugs is determining the appropriate dose with minimal side effects. For this reason, 50, 100 and 200 mg/kg doses were studied in this paper.

CONCLUSION

Results showed that extract in all doses increased time spent in the open arms significantly comparing to diazepam and control groups which indicates anxiety reduction. Also, 200 mg/kg dose increased movement activity of mice in proportion to diazepam significantly. So, we can conclude that ginger extract can reduce anxiety reactions dose dependently.
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SUMMARY

• Anxiety disorders are from common disorders of human.
• Ginger is a medicinal plant with many therapeutic effects.
• In current study the effects of ginger extract (50, 100 and 200 mg/kg) and diazepam on anxiety reduction of laboratory mice were investigated.
• According to results, ginger extract reduced anxiety in 50, 100 and 200 mg/kg doses in proportion to control and diazepam groups.
• Also, movement activity was increased in 200 mg/kg dose significantly (p<0.05).
• Ginger extract in 200 mg/kg dose can be an appropriate replacement for diazepam to reduce anxiety symptoms.
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